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bstract

This study used the LANDIS model to evaluate the effects of fire suppression and reforestation on fire dynamics, species abundance, and age
tructure of two main species (larch (Larix gmelinii) and white birch (Betula platyphylla)) in Tuqiang Forest Bureau on the northern slopes of
reat Hing’an Mountains after a catastrophic fire in 1987. Three fire regimes (no fire, low fire suppression, and current high fire suppression) and

wo planting strategies (no planting and larch planting) were compared in a 3 × 2 factorial design using 10 replicated simulations per treatment
ombination over a 300-year period. The results showed that compared with low fire suppression scenario, high fire suppression would create a
andscape with lower-frequency and higher-intensity fire, whereas reforestation had no significant influence on cumulative area damaged by fire
n the study landscape. High fire suppression positively influenced larch abundance, but negatively influenced white birch abundance. The results
howed under high fire suppression scenario, over-mature larch forests had greater abundance than that under low fire suppression scenario, whereas
ounger cohorts show an opposite pattern to the old age cohorts. Under the “larch planting” scenario, larch at each age class had a greater abundance
han that under the “no planting” scenario. Younger cohorts of white birch under the high fire suppression scenario had a lower abundance than
hat under the low fire suppression.

The results also showed that reforestation positively influenced larch abundance, but negatively influenced white birch abundance. Compared
ith the “no planting” scenario, it would take 30–40 years longer for larch abundance to return to pre-fire abundance in 1987 than under the “larch
lanting” scenario. Also, under the “larch planting” scenario, larch always had an obviously greater abundance than that under the “no planting”

cenario in the 300-year simulation. Therefore, reforestation would benefit larch recovery, which could last for more than 300 years. These results
ave important implications for forest managers to design sound forest restoration projects for landscapes affected by large infrequent disturbances
y fire. In particular, the results suggest that high fire suppression and reforestation would be appropriate in the study landscape, based on the
urpose of local government to increase the abundance of coniferous forests as soon as possible.
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. Introduction

The deciduous and coniferous forests of the Great Hing’an
ountains in northeastern China provide greater wood pro-

uction than other forested regions in the country. This area

lso encompasses unique ecological and environmental systems
Zhou, 1991; Xu, 1998). Fire disturbance is the important driv-
ng force of forest ecosystem dynamics in the region (Zhou,
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991). Fire disturbance regimes have been strongly modified by
umans during 20th century. The success of fire suppression,
oupled with a warmer, drier climate due to global warming
Xu, 1998), have led to fuel buildup and resulted in fires of
reater intensity and extent than those that occurred historically
n the region. On May 6, 1987, a catastrophic fire occurred on
he northern slopes of Great Hing’an Mountains, burning a total
rea of 1.3 × 106 ha, with disastrous effects on forest composi-
ion and structure, ecosystem processes, and landscape pattern

Xiao et al., 1988; Shu et al., 1996).

Forest recovery in such vastly burned areas is challenging
ecause the long-term landscape-level vegetation dynamics in a
orest landscape are complicated by spatial and temporal inter-
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